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Well, as grandma might
have said, they sure knew
how to build ‘em.
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Main board’s fried... some of
the components still look
good though.
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How about that? Is it
quiet enough for you
now?

Ok. Signs are your friends. They
tell you smart things. Listen to
the signs. Got it.

What the..?

Wow... so cool.
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Hello?

What’s that
sound?
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I’ll take that
as a “yes”.
Wow, the juice is still
flowing. Amazing! Looks
like your co-processor is
damaged. Hm...

Hey! Are you alive?
Mind if I look inside?

I think I’ve
got something
for you.

There. That
should do it.

Initializing...
main functions overridden...
incompatible software
detected. Please stand by...
“ARC archival unit cdx-301 developed
for all your archival needs... s-sscanning... recycling... pr-r-rint on
demand... new generation synthapaperTM”...

Stand by for cognitive
function correction.

Hey! ‘Hell do you
think you’re DoinG?
I am performing my
primary function.
And what would that
be? Messing people’s
stuff up?

I’ve been carrying
this around for quite
a while.

Apologies. Unit x301 ready
to serve. I have an imperative
urge to consume this book.

Wait... you said you’re an
archival unit, right?

I think I read about you. You
recycle old syntha-paper books,
scan, process and store them in
library mainframe until needed.
In a sense, you “feed” on books.

You talk like a bad
travelling merchant.

Your input is
confusing.

Affirmative.
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I bet.

Ok, here’s the
deal: everything
in this backpack
is off-limits. Do
you understand?

items designated as guest’s
personal effects. Processing.
Request processed. status
confirmed.

How much for
the book?

Wow. I thought I’d
burned that one.

Would you like to
make a request?

Why do you even want it? Can
you understand what it says?
Nope, not a clue. But I go
all over the coast byuin’
and sellin’ at a profit. I
bet there are people who’d
pay me margin if I deliver
books like this.

I’m actually looking
for more books like
this one here.

I could take it off your
hands and you’ll be safe with
no sneaky redeemer or some
such findin’ you’re hoardin’
them weird dangerous books.

May I see the
item?

Just promise not
to “eat” it.
“Principia cybernetica. Tome I”, Issued for
library ID 0087654942, Turner, Samuel D.,
Date of issue: 10.23.2025. You are not Mr.
Turner. How did you aquire this book?

Processing.
M’am, this book is 9828
days overdue.

SEV ER AL DA YS AG O
VIS TO MA RK ET

I... bought it.
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selling Books produced and distributed
by prometheus corporation libraries under
limited public license is illegal. The book in
question must be returned to engineering
and sciences section right away.

Dude, that was all
skirmishes compated to 2026!
It hit everyone in the world,
hard.
I’m sorry Codex. There
will be no maintenance.

Great! Let’s go then. Maybe on our
way there we’ll find some romance
novels for you to “snack” on.

Analyzing. Performing my
function will be impossible
under the circumstances.
I must be reassigned to
another division of
prometheus corporation
as soon as possible.

Oh... hell. I’m sorry, Codex. I
don’t think there’s a place left
for you now.

Coming to think of it...
I can sort of relate to
that.
COme on. Let’s scratch
that itch of yours and
maybe figure out what
to do next.

Error. Section inaccessible. This
is outrageous negligence on part
of maintenance staff!
You... have no idea about the
big war, do you?
On the contraty, m’Am. I
store information on more
than a hunDred conflicts
that fit the concept, from
sumerian conquest of 2700
B.C.E. to the Great Asian
war of 2020.
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Inquiry: would you like to
set my new designation to
“Codex”.
Isn’t that a
better name than
cdx-whatever?
I did not have a
“name” before.
Well, now you do.
Please identify yourself for
future reference.
Grace. You can
call me Grace.
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These should do. Can’t imagine this
tacky trash “tasting” good, but at
least whatever’s left of the world
culture won’t lose much if these
are gone for good.

Codex, is this rustling
noise normal for your
operation?

No worries, m’Am. Every recycled
book is temporarily stored on my
hard drive.
Negative. My operation is
completely silent so that
it does not disturb the
visitors.

DAMn!

yeah, yeah... whatever.
Go ahead, execute your
“directive 451”.

Codex… What the hell
is that thing?
Unknown. Suggestion -evacuate.
“A book is just a physical medium which can wither and be
lost. Prometheus corporation preserves the essence of
the book, making it availabe on the net for free. You can
pick up your print copy at...”

No argument
from me!

I’d give my good leg
to see it though.
Don’t talk with
your mouth full.
Also, your net’s
been gone for 26
years now.
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This thing’s too fast. Is
there a place with a good
door around here?

Found it!

Well, we have a
way out.

Maintenance unit, current
level, section C5.
Head straight ahead,
then take the first turn
left, please.

I am observing lack
of guiding rail within
this structure.
Wait... you can’t move
down there?
I cannot.
Don’t worry, I’m not
gonna leave you here.

Where’s
that?

Looks like this is the
only way in... and out.

I am incapable of emotional response.
Your concern for Prometheus corporation
property is however appreciated.

Please stand by.
downloading maintenance
schematics.
There is a crawlspace in the
north-western section of this room.
The hatch however ma be obstructed
with debris.
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You’re nobody’s prop... oh,
never mind. See you on the
other side.
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Just... a little... fUrther...
and we’ll get out of here.

... you’ll definitely need a new set of
wheels too, with your current chassis
you’ll get stuck somewhere again
anyway. Doherty’s scrapyard should
have what we need.
Dragging you there will be one
hell of an excercise though,
especially if your secondary
servos fall apart next.
I see. I am to
remain here then.

safe and
sound...

And we’ll live... happily...
ever after.
interaction data indicates that it
is appropriate to express gratitude
in situations when one’s existence
is continued at other’s effort. I,
hereby, express it.
The view could be better. At
least nothing’s chasing us
anymore.
Come on, let’s set uP a
camp somewhere so that
I could deal with your
movement confinement.

Like hell you are! I didn’t
drag you all the way here
for you to get scrapped for
parts or worse — gutted by
some crazy dims.

You’re welcome.
I guess.
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That’s short for “redeemers”.
Let’s just say they’re not huge
fans of tech stuff... wait, what
have you just said? Curious?

Inquiry: I am curious,
what the definition of
“dims” is in context.

Affirmative. Is it
inappropriate?

No, just... unusual. I didn’t know
robots can be curious. Are you
programmed for conscious inquiry?
Please stand by for
diagnostics.
Negative. Log, however,
indicates interaction with
conflicting software of
higher priority.
Well, that doesn’t sound
like something I did.

I must proceed with my
objective. Would you like to
specify new task?
I don’t know. Looks like neither
of us has a purpose now. why not
just stick together and see.
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